Moss Street Market Volunteer Information Sheet:
Greetings! Thank you for dedicating your time to helping maintain the quality customer relations
and uphold our community-oriented values at Moss Street Market. Volunteers have been a
huge component to the sustainability and success of the market and we want to make sure that
your time helping out is intentional, enjoyable, and fulfilling - we are so excited to have you join
the Moss Street Market Volunteer Team. Here are a few tips to get you familiarized with the
market happenings this season.
Moss Street Market has been in existence for 24 years! We are dedicated to bringing certified
organic, quality produce, delicious and nutritious prepared foods, unique and handmade crafts
to our community, as well as continue to create relationships with our vendors, customers and
neighbours. Thank you for helping us uphold those values in your time representing the market
as a volunteer.
Here are a few interesting tips about Moss Street Market:
-

-

-

The market is a member of the BC Association of Farmers’ Markets, which means that
everything at the market is “make, bake, or grow” - the mandate upheld by the
provincially wide organization. It also means that the primary producer is the person who
is selling at the market, so you can become familiar with any part of the production from
the creator themselves.
The Moss Street Market is a registered Not-for-Profit Society; you can become a
member of the society by paying a small fee in order to gain voting rights at the AGM
The Moss Street Market Board of Directors are made up of vendors who have been
dedicated to the market for many years; they also help create the selection committees
for each vendor category
MSM has 6 staff; Kyle - Market Manager; Patty - Assistant Manager; Steven Enviroteam Manager; Akiko - Coffee Tent Coordinator; Rita - Children’s Tent
Coordinator; Alex - Event & Volunteer Coordinator. The rest of the market is run by the
volunteers.
These are the most helpful volunteer roles at the market:
Set-up Volunteer

7:30 AM – 10:00 AM

requires heavy lifting

Kids’ Tent Volunteer

9:30 AM – 2:30 PM

requires childcare experience

Tear-down Volunteer

1:30 PM – 3:00 PM

requires heavy lifting

